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GLENN COUNTY BEHAVIORAL HEALTH ADVISORY BOARD
September 13, 2022
Zoom
Board Present: Lisa Diamond, Manuel Fletes-Medina, Michelle Allen and Susan Fehilly
Board Absent: Paul Barr and Keith Corum
Others Present: Cindy Ross, David Prest, Sarah Ball, Rachel Sanchez, Nicolette Gillespie, Stephanie Rust, Joe Hallett, Maribel
Palomino, Shena Castillo, Kristin Doyle and Eloise Jones
Order of Agenda Items
Call to Order
1 Introductions
2 Verification &
Posting of Agenda
3
4

5

6

Discussion

Meeting called to order at 12:04pm
Quorum was established.
Maribel Palomino verified the Glenn County Behavioral Health Advisory Board agenda was
posted as prescribed by law per Executive Order issued March 7, 2020 by the Governor of
California through e-mail on September 6th, 2022.
Review & Approval of May 10, 2022, June 14, 2022 and August 9, 2022- Susan moved to approved all three minutes as
Previous Minutes
written; it was seconded by Manuel.
Board Membership
Lisa mentioned that we have a prospective member, she introduced herself and gave a little
history of herself to the board. Susan moved to accept Rachel and it was seconded by Manuel.
Agenda
Special Projects
Reports
SafeTalk Community Training- Our special project is to offer a free training to the community
this week. Training in honor of suicide prevention awareness month. Lisa mentioned she has
taken the training and it is a great training to give you tools to help prevent someone from
committing suicide. We will work on a QR code because there is only one person signed up so far
and hopefully in the next two weeks, we will be able to reach out to a lot more people.
Data Notebook Work Group- Lisa mentioned that she met with Nancy and Olivia to review the
data notebook. Cindy mentioned it is a way to engage the community and have them know what
the board is all about. Through this data notebook workgroup, the board is also knowledgeable
about what is going on in the community and it engages everyone.
Board Member
Activity Report
Suicide Prevention Event- It was a great success and appreciated everyone who put it together.
The awards were handed out from the board. Joe mentioned that it was a moving event and is
grateful for the stories shared and how their lives have changed. Eloise mentioned that the
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teamwork was great amongst the agency and the board. Susan mentioned that she thought it was
a great event, it was well attended and very organized. Cindy recognized and thanked Lisa and
Susan for all their hard work. David was thankful for the teamwork as well and how they were
together even though there were some last-minute changes due to the weather conditions.
Graduations- Susan mentioned there are a few Drug Court graduations on October 5 th and a few
more in January 2023.
Meetings- Manuel mentioned he attended a meeting for CALBHBC.
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Scheduled Matters
Meeting Preference- Susan mentioned that she would like to meet in person or hybrid. Manuel
mentioned he would like to do hybrid. Lisa mentioned that there is a few down falls to meeting
hybrid with having to find a location that has Wi-Fi available and be big enough for all attendees.
Joe mentioned that there is new equipment purchased that can be used to do hybrid. He
mentioned it can be done after hours too and or meet at Round Table as well to provide some
food and entice people to show up. Lisa mentioned that she wants to make sure people come for
the right reason and not just for the food. Eloise mentioned that the GCOE rooms are equipped
with the owl and it has been great. Cindy mentioned that food can be brought to an office facility
but she would like to meet outside of the agency. Cindy mentioned that Maribel could set up the
meetings once a place is established. Cindy and Joe can meet and see how the budget is looking.
Joe mentioned that an hour-long meeting doesn’t seem to be long enough and wants to set it up
after hours to be able to use the time wisely. Eloise mentioned that the board has to decide on the
move and then post the change of location. Lisa mentioned that she wants the change to happen
in the new year. * Action Items: Check room out at Tipsy Burrito and see if they have Wi-Fi, check
Round Table Pizza for Wi-Fi, and places in Orland that may have Wi-Fi. Cindy will check the RTP
in Orland for Wi-Fi and availability. Rachel mentioned the new Butte College Building, she will
look into it. Everyone will do their research and report out at next meeting. The decision will be
revisited in October and changes are planned to take effect in January.
Board Meeting with DirectorCindy spoke about Lisa and Susan getting together with Joe separately and meeting prior to each
meeting.
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Program Reports
Transition Age Youth (TAY Center) Report- Shena stated that TAY has a couple new youth
groups. There will be a Youth WRAP group starting in October.
Harmony House (Adult Drop In Center) Report- David spoke about having a smoking
sensation group that meets on Tuesdays at 1:30pm. New this month, is going on fieldtrips and
they will be going on Wednesday to One Mile in Chico. There is currently one coach position open
and will be having interviews on Tuesday, they have 5 candidates.
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Prevention (GCAP, Tobacco, Suicide Prevention)- Eloise mentioned that GCAP is tomorrow in
person at RTP in Orland. SUDS Prevention is supporting the Star Centers, Youth prevention
program at GCOE, they will be starting satellite programs at the schools. Suicide Prevention
committee meets this week. Prescription committee meets the week after. Marijuana and Tobacco
meet tomorrow before GCAP at RTP. Cindy mentioned that the Suicide Prevention Coalition met
on the 9th, they are getting ready to a final draft of the suicide prevention strategic plan, and
invited everyone to attend the meetings.
Strengthening Families is starting in Willows tonight!! We are expecting a big cohort of people. If
you know of a community group that would like to support the program with a meal or incentives,
please reach out to Francis, it’s a great way to help out
Behavioral Health Director Report- Joe went to the CALBCH meeting and saw Manuel there.
He has a packet of info from the meeting and would share it with anyone if anyone is interested.
Due to this meeting, he is proposing longer meetings, he explained he needs to be consulting with
the Advisory Board on several items that come up in the agency (expanding services, contracts,
facilities, changes in programs, etc.) and through these consultations he would take that up to the
Board of Supervisors to make recommendations. He mentioned the Crisis Contract would have
been a great example. It was an empowering meeting and he gathered a lot of great information
at the meeting.
Submitted the grant for the youth and family building successfully and we are asking for a little
under 19 million and won’t know until December the decision made. Mobile Crisis updates- the job
position flew and they are going to undergo interviews, hopefully hire people in October, train in
November and be ready to go by December or January.
Lisa wants to be trained and find out what her role in the Board really is so she knows what to do
when different items on agendas come up.
Lisa brought up doing a hot meal for the homeless when the weather is cooler as part of a special
project for the board. Bring your ideas to the next meeting.
Cindy asked everyone to invite their people to the SafeTalk training.
Unscheduled Matters Michelle would like to have a calendar of events that are coming up and that way we keep track of
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& Public Comment
the events the board wants to participate in or collaborate on.
Cindy brought up having a tree at the Northpole during Avenue of Lights the board wanted to work
on. She asked Michelle to create the calendar. Cindy mentioned doing homework on your special
project and bring it up at our next meeting.
Confirm Next Meeting October 11th at 12pm.
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Date
Meeting Adjourned
Meeting adjourned at 1:01pm

